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 director circles of conics having three assigned pairs of conjugate lines have
 a common radical centre, and therefore also a common orthogonal circle
 which may be real or imaginary.

 Two particular cases of this theorem are well known. The director circles
 of conics having a given self-conjugate triangle, or of conics inscribed in a
 given triangle, have a common orthogonal circle. The position of the
 orthogonal circle in either case is readily seen by a consideration of special
 conics of the system. Thus, in the former case, taking the conic to be a small
 ellipse having two of the sides of the self-conjugate triangle as conjugate
 diameters we see that the orthogonal circle is the circumscribing circle of
 the self-conjugate triangle. In the latter case taking the conic to be a thin
 ellipse with one end at a vertex and the other on the base of the circum-
 scribing triangle we see that the orthogonal circle must be the self-polar
 circle of the triangle.

 The general theorem is that the director circles of all conics harmonically
 inscribed in three given conics have a common orthogonal circle.

 E. J. NANSON.

 316. [K. 11. a.] Oi orthogonal circles.
 If the diameter AA' of a circle cuts an orthogonal circle in B, B', and cuts

 the common chord CD in L, then
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 AM BM AM-BM AB .AB'

 B- M=A'=BM-A'M=-BA" which also= - =~A'

 A'M (AB A' B'2 ()
 A - \B- = \BA--~ . ........................... (2)

 Equations (1) and (2) prove the proposition. A. LODGE.
 317. [A. 1.] In a recent number of the Gazette suggestions were asked

 for symbols for "is approximately equal to but greater than," and similar
 phrases.

 For this particular phrase I would suggest the sign of equality barred on
 the side of the smaller quantity, a symbol resembling a croquet hoop.
 Thus a -- b

 means " a is approximately equal to b but greater than it."
 The similar symbols a b, a I- b

 call for no explanation, the latter being used when the relative magnitude
 is dubious. Thus, if 0 be a small positive angle,

 sin 0 = 0 and tan 0 6 0. JOHN H. LAWLOR.

 318. [K. 21. a.] Note on the problem: " Given a parallelogram, construct a
 parallel to a given line through a given point."

 In the Mathematical Gazette for Oct. '1908, Mr. M. I. Trachtenburg states
 that solutions based on homology are given in Cremona's Projective Geometry
 and in Mr. J. W. Russell's Treatise on Elementary Geometry, and he himself
 gives a construction based on a ruler construction for the fourth harmonic,
 which is used five times. Hence, although an extremely elegant construction
 when considered theoretically, it would nevertheless be almost interminable
 in practice, and except in the hands of an extremely careful draughtsman
 almost impossible of execution.

 All of which inclines me to think that the following method, depending
 for its proof on very simple "sixth book"; geometry, is new and may be of
 interest.
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 Y E X R L N

 Let ABCD be the given parallelogram, YX the given line, and P the
 given point.

 I. Firstly, construct a parallel to YX.
 Produce AB, AD to cut YX ill Y and X; join BX, DY cutting DC, BC

 in J, I; thenl IJ is parallel to YX.
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